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THB FACE OF A DUMMY-WATCH.

An Exhaustive Study and a Liberal Prize.*

*NOTICE TO “ GIDEONITES.”
Let your children study this topic ; to wit : How 

can they tell time by a Dummy-Watch ? We will 
send a Full Library^ up to date, of The Our Race 
Publications, to the first school child (4 to 18 years 
old) vouched for by any regular subscriber, who (ac- 
cordingto a fair allowance for distance on receipt of 
this Leaflet) sends back to us a solution of this ques
tion. ln the mean time, note that : 11 is a fair ques
tion, and one that can be squarely answered. You 
can help, instigate, guide, republish and revise ans- 
wers, to make this good.

OUR RACE PUBLISHING CO.,
New Haven, Conn.

“One might as well try to tel! time 
by a dummy watch as to employ such 
a method,” I hâve heard an opponent 
party say, who certainly spoke with- 
out knowledge, and at least without un-
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THE HANDS OF A DUMMY-WATCH

Professor Totten Explalns Why They Always 
Point to a Certain Hour.

derstanding in his own premises: and 
thus, perhaps, condemned the work of 
another from equally wrong ones! The 
snap judgment of a critic, particularly 
if he points a discussion with an ap
parent truth, may, perhaps, serve to 
cor.vlr.ce an audience, and tqmporarily 
convict his opponent—but after ail the 
very vietors may be confirmed thereby 
in still more serlous error; for the fal- 
lacy consista in not seeing that “ali 
things are double, the one over against 
the other,” and that one can see and 
find truth even from the opposite side— 
as Adam and Eve themselves discov- 
ered!

Now I used the above words, “ap
parent truth” in the colloquial sense: 
that of seeming; but astronomy uses 
them in the sense of actual, being. etc.; 
so, even this Word is dual in its mean- 
ing—for apparent noon is real noon in 
contra distinction to mean noon, which 
is only apparently so by the watch!

To revert then to telling the time 
of day by a dummy watch I wili state 
that this very thing can be done, by 
one who knows how; and that I, for 
one, can do it easily. However, I shall 
leave the solution of the problem for 
the mere children to ponder over and 
discover.

The question is- a perfeotly fair one, 
and I wili let the children obtain help 
from thelr parents and school-teach- 
ers—if they can! But let me caution 
ail concerned (as ali things are dual) 
not to say or believe, or be made to be- 
lieve, that the thing can not be done.

Let me relate an Incident which wili 
serve both to illustrate the point, and 
to introduce my main topic.

I well remember when I was a 
schoolboy (in the excellent Academy 
still at Cheshire, Conn.,) how we ail 
laughed at a composition written by
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No. cxxxiii.-iv.J THE DUMMY WATCH. 39
one of the fellows whose topic was “A 
Storm at Sea.” We used to hâve to 
read our diffusions aloud for criticism; 
and, as this particular thesis unfolded, 
the squall at last struck the ship while 
most of the sailors were below; and in 
due time there came the sentence “so 
the captaln rushed hurriedly on deck 
and looked at his watch to flnd out 
which way the wind blew!” That was 
too much for any of us, and we ali 
vented our criticism in derisive laugh- 
ter at once.

“Well, those were good old days and I 
would that some of our boyhood 
standards clung to us in after years. 
For most boys are fair as a rule, and 
are willing to wipe their slates clean, 
and to begin their work ail over again, 
when they flnd. out, and are told by 
good authority, that the answer is 
wrong! One can prove a thing to a 
child that he will not listen to when he 
reaches the âge and dignity of “A high- 
er critic,” (sic), upon any topic whatso- 
ever except business! We read that 
lesson, the one of profit and loss upon 
the annual balance sheet, quickly 
enough.

Now the watch shows many useful 
things, besides the mere tlme of day; 
and some very remarkable matters 
well worthy of memorial. For instance: 
You can use your watch just as if it 
were a compass, by holding it fiat in 
front of you and turning yourself so 
that the hour hand points toward the 
sun; the line dividing the indicated 
angle between that direction, and the 
XII mark is always due south. To*  
explain: Suppose it is 9 o’clock; hold 
the watch fiat in front of you, and turn 
so that the IX is towards the sun; then 
a line between X and XI runs due*  
south, because it is mldway to XII 
(where the sun is at noon anyway).

* “ Due ’’ used here colloquially.

For at apparent noon both of the 
hands point to XII: direct the watch*  
there then, and you face due south; and 
so on for the rest of the afternoon, ac- 
cording to the method. Hence you
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40 THE OUR RACE NeWs-leaflet. [No. cxxxiii.-iv. 

can “tell which way the wind blows by 
a watch,” in spite of the thoughtless 
adage to the contrary.

We might show up the looseness of 
many such unreasonable sayings; for 
even an old almanac is valuable, and 
I for one try to hâve my back file com
plété, and even you, my reader, may 
corne te find a last year’s almanac val
uable to establish an alibi, or to settle 
a case at law, in spite of the adage to 
the contrary.

But we are going to confine ourselves 
at présent to watches, and will try to 
find out why those big dummy ones, 
you often see hung out as signs in front 
of a watchmaker’s, almost always hâve 
the same standard reading; that is, 
stand at about 18 minutes and a half 
past eight.

Two years ago the common topic of 
conversation was the true beginning of 
the 20th century, but that is ali set- 
tled now, except with a few hardshelis 
who were as previous with their dates 
as they are now dilatory in acknowl- 
edging their error: and so, to keep the 
bail of argument arolling, discussion 
and controversy hâve now arisen upon 
the question why dummy watches 
point to about 8:18 1-2.

You will notice, as you pass along 
the street, that many of the jewelers 
hâve these dummy watches in front of 
their shops. In nearly every instance 
it will be found that the time they indi- 
cate is about 18 1-2 minutes past 8; or 
41 1-2 minutes past 3, which is the same 
thing reversed. Why this time rath- 
er than any other? This is the question 
now being discussed. What is wanted 
is a reason for this custom, its origin. 
For instance, here is a sample of the 
official standard dummy sign. (Frontis).

One explanation is that this is the 
time at which Abraham Lincoln died. 
In order to mark their appréciation of 
the dead President it is said that “the 
jewelers of America made it a fixed 
rule to indicate that exact time on their 
dummy docks;” but this is hardly ad
missible because the custom is much 
older than Lincoln’s day, and even the 
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No. cxxxiii.-iv.J THE DUMMY-WATCH

later fact relating to his death, and 
thus correlated, remalns to be estab- 
lished.

A more reasonable explanation has 
been offered by a leading firm of 
watchmakers in New York city, who 
trace the custom back to 1819, when the 
founder of their own house first started 
it. ‘‘He decided,” it is said, “upon 
18 1-2 minutes past 8, after finding it 
was the only time when the two hands 
of the clock formed a perfect angle 
with the perpendicular.”

At first sighl, since the dial covers 
60 minutes or 12 nours, arcording to 
the hand, it appears as if an even di
vision by three, so as to tnake the 
hands point at IIII and VIII respec- 
tively. would do. But the mechanicaT 
construction of the watch. to compas» 
the table of time, prevents this, as 
may be readily seen upon examination. 
For instance, when the hour hand is 
at IIII the minute hand is at XII, and 
when the minute hand cornes to IIII 
the hour hand has left VIII by some 
1 2-3 minutes. The two hands will not 
stand at VIII and IIII at the same 
time. Try it and see.

“At 18 1-2 minutes past 8 o’clock, the 
minute and hour hand on opposite sides 
of the dial are exactly 18 1-2 minute- 
degrces down from the top of the dial, 
or figure XII,” say this firm, “for it 
must be remvmbered that while the 
hour hand makes the whole clrcumfer- 
ence of the dial once in twelve hours, 
the minute hand goes a round twelve 
times. Therefore the movement of the 
hour hand over a single minute-degrce 
nécessitâtes the movement of the 
minute hand 12 minutes.” Of course 
the hands may be reversed, making 
the time about 41 1-2 minutes past 3. 
Any persan c~n test thèse farts by his 
own watch, particulerly if he trips it 
so as to facilitate the setting of the 
hands at will.

But, as a matter of fact, the founder 
of this old-time firm was wrong—if his 
successors hâve pneserved his intention 
accurately—for 8.18 1-2 is not only, not 
exact, but it is by no means a solitary 
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time of “equal angles” for there are 13 
such angles on the 12-hour clock, and 
the hands “match” 14 times, in a com
plété circuit of the dial, as the follow- 
ing diagram wili show:

THE TRUE ANGLES OF A DUMMY—WATCH.

These angles arise from the construc
tion of the clock itself; the hour hand 
moves l-12th as fast as the minute 
hand, the entire circuit is divided into 
60 minutes for every hour. Query: 
How many times, and when each, wili 
the hands make equal angles with the 
perpendicular line from XII to VI, and 
which of these angles is the most suit- 
able for a watchmaker’ standard?

To try for the flrst “equal angle,”wlth- 
out any mathematics at ail, and mere- 
ly to get on to the mater, trip your 
wateh; set, the hands at XII and turn 
them forward until they stand for the 
flrst time at a similar slope on each 
side. You wili see at a glance that the 
place reads about 12.55 1-2. Had you 
turned them back from XII they would 
hâve corne to the same place but in re
verse form, to wit: At about XI 4 2-3: 
and, whlle you cannot detect with the
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43No. cxxxiii.-iv.] the dummy-watch.

eye exactly, and read aright, just whene 
they stand, the mathematician can!

Do you ask how? Well, the équation 
is this: Let Y equal the required angle; 
the minute hand will go way around 
from accurate XII to it, and the hour 
hand will reach its équivalent thereat 
down the same way; for the motion 
of the latter will be l-12th of the arc 
described by the former, whatever it 
is; call it x. Now the whole circle 
ls 60; so “60 minus x” will equal y; and 
y will be equal to l-12th of x. There- 
fore we can establish an equality, and 
force its secret; thus, 60 minus x 
equals 1-12 x; hence, clearing .of frac
tions, 720 minus 12 x equals x; there- 
fore, 13 x equals 720, and x equals 1-13 
of 720, to wit: 55.5 1-3 minute-parts of 
the circle. So the hour hand will stand 
at this angle, and the minute-hand will 
match it at 4.8-13 minutes past 12, and 
the clock, watch, or what-not will read 
12:55 5-13 (flfty-flve and flve-thirteenth 
minutes past 12.)

Keep the watch going: When will it 
stand at the next equal angle, etc., 
etc.? The solutions ,upon the same 
principles, continue to give the follow- 
ing time angles: 1.50 10-13. 2.46 2-13,
3.41 7-13, 4.36 12-13, 5.32 4-13, after which 
the hands reverse, and the hour angles 
continue: 6.27 9-13, 7.23 1-13, 8.18 6-13,
9.13 11-13, 10.9 3-13, 11.4 8-13, and so back 
to exact 12 o’clock.

These are the exact angles, and out of 
them the jewelers hâve elected to take 
as the “standard angle’’ that one which 
reads to most people as 8:18 1-2, but is 
exactly 8 h. 18 m. 27 9-13 s. The com- 
mon reading is close enough for ail . 
practical purposes (now that we hâve 
established the exact one in the sé
quence) so we wil! Invite study upon 
the angle selected as the standard, that 
is upon the one elected as the best to 
stand for ail.

The true answer then to the question 
at issue is, that the time-heading on 
the dummy .watch affords a graphie 
solution to the principal case of that 
one of the many interesting clock-pro- 
blems which demands “What is the 
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time when the hands make such angles 
with the line from VI to XII as shall 
most nearly divide the face of a clock 
into three equal sectors?” For, in fact, 
the hands, as we hâve shown, hâve 13 
similar positions, and the fourth and 
ninth (to wit:3:41 7-13 and 8 18 6-13 re- 
spectively, are the most significant ones 
and are those selected by watchmak- 
ers as the standard angle. The time- 
circle therefore, possesses this peculiar 
property; that, whenever either hand 
is at 18 6-13 minute-degrees below XII, 
the other must balance it upon the op
posite side.

The sélection of this pair of unique 
points out of the 13 to be found upon 
the dial, was a most natural one when 
discovered by the head of this clever 
flrm; the hands are poised together at 
XII, and their most significant “regu- 
lar angle”- is exactly bi-sected at a 
spread of 3.41 7-13 and 8.18 6-13, the sum 
of which hours it will be noticed is 12, 
or. fetches them both together, back 
to the 12 o’clock mark.

Furthermore the mind that elected 
this angle 8.18 6-13, for the fixed posi
tion of the hands of a dummy watch, 
or a horologist’s sign, was happier than 
even his descendants claim for him, and 
at any rate he wrought wiser (in a busi
ness sense) than his successors seem 
yet to perceive, for this aspect of the 
face of a dummy watch plainly indi- 
cates motion end accuracy, because the 
watch whose hands fail to indicate 
this “standard angle” is not adjusted, 
and will either gain or lnse time! Try 
your own for instance, and see if the 
hands corne absolutely together at XII, 
and separate down by an external an
gle of 37 minute points opposite an in- 
terior one of 23 minute points, i. e., 
whether they corne over, and over again 
to these three standard points without 
fail? If so, the mechanism is even, the 
dial is adjusted thereto and your watch. 
can be regulated to keep time if it does 
not! This is an important thing for 
watchmakers to know, and for watch- 
buyers to understand. Do not buy a 
watch that cannot accomplish this 
feat.
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No. cxxxiii.-iv.] THE DUMMY WATCH. 45
Now if the position of the hands of a 

dummy watch had been taken at 12 
o’clock it would indicate one that had 
stopped, or had not been wound up; 
while any irregular angle would hâve 
indicated irregularity from the very 
converse of the idea suggested by the 
original in standard time; moreover 
8.18 6-13 is a better solution for a 
standard time angle than 3.41 7-13. be- 
cause it indicates a stronger and more 
durable timepiece, and one that trisects 
time as closely as possible.

But this is quite enough upon the 
purely suggestive business, clrcular. 
and preliminary mathematical char- 
acter of the dummy watch; it 1s a llt- 
tle marvel in its way. and compassés a 
multitude of other interesting topics, 
ali in spite of its insfgniflcance; the 
child toys with it. and thus holds the 
image of the universe in its llttle grasp, 
while as to “time,” why, the fool 
wastes it!

We hâve, however, a far more inter
esting ma.tter to reveal, a secret in fact 
to divulge that, ail unknown to the 
mere watchmaker the dummy watch 
conceals; yes, gaverai of them, and one 
of them is a matter of the greatest 
moment, one worthy to be made per
manent. which our final realization of 
the dummy watch does accompllsh 
whether it was lntended to or not; and 
we need not dream that it was, is, or 
ever before has been so correlated. Tn 
the first place, we may predieate that 
time as such ls man’s chief concern, 
as he ls certalnly mortal, and as cer- 
tainly not inherently immortal; and his 
days are but a span long anyway. even 
at their longeât scale. Sclentific time 
is best measured on the circle divided 
into its présent duodécimal or 12-fold 
subdivision; and it ls because of the 
mechanism requisite to compass the 
table of time that the peculiar an-1 s 
referred to hâve obtained. Now this 
so ver/ peculiar standard angle has 
been discovered at last by the watch
maker, and utilized in the most ingeni- 
ous way, though merely to compass his 
spécial trade ends. But, by ^irtue of 
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this very application of an essential 
principlfc of the mechanical construction 
of the watch and dial, and the proof 
of their adjustment, the watchmaker 
has magnified the wlsdom of his own 
maker. For it was thus that God him- 
self divided up the heavens, which 
constitute the great dial of the unl- 
verse, and furnished us wlth “standard 
Unie” itself. Moreover, we shall show 
that He has anticlpated man’s adop
tion of these reguiar angles of the dial, 
not only by laying out the ecliptic, but, 
more astounding by preflxing forever, 
by the standard angle, the true date of 
the Nativity thereon!

Thus, to exemplify the flrst point: 
Every time you look at a dummy watch 
hereafter test your own by the angle 
here referred to; or, whenever you no
tice that it is 8.18 6-13 or 3.41 7-13, be it 
known that the arc above the hands 
shows the measure of that part of the 
ecliptic belt which is above the equator 
from early Spring until late Fall; and 
that the arc below represents the rest 
of the circle back to Spring! Now this 
is not an approximation, but is as ac- 
curate as the principles that lead us to 
the dummy watch; yet an approximate 
diagram must show our point.

Clac k

From the XH-spot 
down each way to 
the hands them- 
selves set at the 
“standard angle’’ 
there are 3 9-13
hour spaces; and 
under them are 4 
8-13 hour spaces; 
because the sum of 
these unique arcs 
ls 12 hours; in oth
er words 3 9-13 plus 
4 8-13 takes us to 
8 4-13 o'clock, and

3, 9-13 hours more take us back to the 
starting point. As the 12th of a circle 
is 30 degrees, which is the measure of 
a sign of the zodiac, the three arcs are 
respectively 110, 10-13; 110 10-13; and
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No. cxxxiii.-iv.] THE bl'MMY-WATCH. 41
138 6-13 degrees, the sum of which is
360 degrees.

HALF THS SC Lime SHOWN.

Now let any one examine a properiy 
constructed celestial globe and he wili 
percelve that the ecliptlc belt begins to 
rise above the equator at 339 3-13 de
grees of right ascension, and that it 
remains above it (pasaing the o-origin 
of right ascension) through its 200 10-13 
degree, or stays above 221 7-13 degrees 
ln ali; half of which (110 10-13) degrees) 
brings us to the summit, 90 degrees of 
right ascension. So we hâve our two 
fixed arcs of 110 10-13 degrees each, just 
where we need them, and the rest of the 
circle, 138 6-13 degrees, is found in prop- 
er place, below. The fact is the entire 
width of the belt (2 times 20 and 10-13) 
equal to 41 and 7-13 degrees, on the 
equator, half each way from the o-de- 
gree-mark) is such that the arcs are 
doubled, as they should be, both for day 
and night, and for the north and south 
hemisphere. Thus this notable feature 
of the modem clock-dial is as ancient 
as the zodiac which tradition assigna 
to Enoch, Adam, and even unto a révé
lation from God himself. At any. rate 
here are the modem dummy-clock an
gles found to hâve been built Into the 
sky from the very dawn of time, as the 
foregolng diagrams exhibit closely 
enough, and no other divisions of time, 
than the one which does and must ex- 
ist wili fit that zodiac.

For Instance, had time been run on 
the nines, instead of the tables that
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astronomers hâve received and discov- 
ered to be best, its table would hâve 
been: Nine ones make a tvvo; nine twos 
make a three; nine threes a four, etc., 
to nine nines make a ten. Now we take 
lt for granted that no one Jtnows, nor 
has any one before asked, what are 
the harmonious angles that the hands 
on sueh a dial must occupy, nor can 
any one say, in advance, what they 
must be. They must be hunted up, if 
such there are, and found out by cal
culation. But time is not décimal, and 
cannot be forced thereto; the best proof 
being the unfitness of the décimai divi
sion for such a purpose: and the practi- 
cal démonstration thereof being. the 
abortive attempt made in France in 
1793 to make lt so by human law in 

< défiance to God's constitution of the
zodiac—and their sanie défiance wili 
smash their znetric System agalnst our 
own, ali in due time.
It must also be remembered that there 

is but one hand to the zodiacal clock; 
but it is one that has a head at each 
end To explain, the sun is at the 
pivot, with a pointer to the rear; and 
the world is at the other end, with its 
own pointer; they face in opposite 
ways, that is, towards their respective 
places as seen from each other against 
the dial beyond, and read respectively 
as the hour hands to each set of 12 
hours into which the day is divided, 
while at the same time they keep re
cord of the year as if upon a single 
sign-divided dial, ail of which is of 
spécial and complex interest in this 
problem.

Now the modem watchmaker could 
not hâve been gulded to these arcs by 
any previous knowledge or apprécia
tion of the équatorial chord subtending 
the upper part of the eeliptic belt; for 
nothing can guide him away from the 
mechanical necessities involved in the 
watch itself, nor obliterate the table 
of time. So, as he did not invent the 
circle, nor the table of time, and as the 
watch is only the best way of reali- 
ing their principles, his claim is 11m- 
ited to the mere discovery of what is 
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inhérent to the combination. Moreover, 
this knowledge is not intuitive; its very 
discovery is but a génération old and 
its deeper significance, its relation to 
the zodiac and other matters is no 
older than this very article.

And for similar reasons the real in- 
ventor of the zodiac could not hâve 
been a mere mortal, since its charac- 
teristic agreement with the modem 
watch dial could hâve had no possible 
significance until the latter was 
evolved. The zodiac prophesied the 
watch, for the very width of the belt 
has fitted the recently discovered con
ditions from the birth of time! The 
fact is inan créâtes nothing, he merely 
discovers how to utilize those principles 
and things which the Almighty has 
provided in advance for his use. So 
the dummywatch, that insigniflcant 
sign of a mere craft, in fact. a baby's 
plaything, is after ail, and from now 
on, found to be one of the most potent 
signs of the times.

But how did we corne to discover ail 
this? Why, as scientiflc chronologists 
we had no sooner learned of this con- 
troversy about the dummy watch than 
we began to verify these angles: flnding 
them correct as one of 13, and the most 
natural one to hâve been taken as a 
standard, we at once concluded that 
both it and they must (since th-y are 
so unique) hâve been used in some 
spécial anticipatory way to mark the 
times of God Himself—for they were 
too Important not to hâve been so em- 
ployed in a superlative way upon the 
great dial itself! In fact, this concep
tion was exactly what lead us to study 
the angle &c-t upon the dummyclock as 
soon as We had verified it; its fitness 
constrained us to look up higher, and 
our flrst thought was of the zodiac: and 
there we found just what we expected. 
and yet hâve had no original part in 
preparing for its imparting to our race

But our next thought was by super
lative degree still higher. to wit: What 
date upon the major dial is the most 
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Important one In history? Here, too, 
we conceived the conviction, in ad- 
vance, that it must hâve been the Mes
sianic one, and went to work to see 
if this was so; with this resuit, for so 
it is: and with its démonstration, and 
a mere coroliary, we shall draw the 
lesson of the dummywatch to a tempor- 
ary close.

The situation ls this: When time be- 
gan the two hands must hâve been to- 
gether at XII, or at its équivalent. 
What was this équivalent upon the 
Annus Magnus? Why, of course, the 
ecliptic with its 12 constellations and 
its 12 retrograding signs for hands 
came into mind. Moreover, it was to 
be expected that the annual forward 
motion would agréé at the proper 
place with the secular drlft back- 
ward. Here we had both the complex 
and the simplex involved against any 
possible agreemnt, among an inflnity 
of othe.s, except the right one! The 
chances arrayed against such a har- 
mony coming out exact can be enum- 
erated only by the Great Creator Him- 
self! Who then can gainsay the resuit, 
if they do corne out true, to the very 
star that for âges ali the Magi hâve 
been led to keep in mind? And so on 
our conception formulated.

We had shown before Nova Persei 
appeared that the constellation of Tau
rus marked the dawn of time; so, 
naturally we placcd its last point at the 
vertex, and lo, down to the right, with 
the secular motion of the earth and the 
natural way of the dial, we arrive at 
Spica Virginia, 8 4-13 constellations 
away; or 243 3-13 degrees on and along 
the circle; while, backward therefrom, 
and with the annular motion thereof, 
we arrived at the very same point.

As the sun was opposite the earth at 
the dawn of “Adamic time” it was in 
the last degree of Scorpio or of the 
"flying eagle;” so. 8 4-13 “signs," or 
8.18 6-13 houis on the clock, take us on 
to Pisces, where it was at the Na- 
tivity; for at that time, as we hâve 
recently shown, ail the “signs” agreed
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with ail *ne  “constellations” and con- 
stituted the “aspect” so long anticl- 
pated by the Magi, for the following 
diagram glves this face of the great 
dial at that moment:

Spica was the notch; the planets were 
mere accompanying incidents; the “as
pect” of agreement between slgns and 
constellations was the thing antici- 
pated, the thing realized, and the thing
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to the east: the si

that now records 
the former fact. 
The présent Right 
Ascension of Spica 
is 13 hours, 19 min
utes, 58 7-10 sec
onds; or exactly 
199.994 degrees; thls 
is 160.006 degrees 
west of the prime 
equinoctial colure. 
While the primeval 
one is now 90 de
grees fuTther to 

m of these two arcs
of R. A. is 250.066 degrees, while the 
standard angle of the dial is 249.23 de
grees. Thls slight différence (.775 de
grees for 1903 years) is easily swal- 
lowed up by the secular motion of Spi
ca and the general sidereal drift at the 
rate of a little less than 1.46 seconds a 
year: or'may, perhaps, be employed yet 
to rectify our knowledge of the univer
sal rate of stellar motion over the en- 
tire sphere of the heavens.

-----4È
THE WORLD’S TIME-PIECE.*

But, if this standard angle of the 
modem elock so wonderfully fits the
♦ Carry one in your pocket, sam pie herewith,—C.A.L.T.
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inévitable facta recorded from of old 
on the anctent zodiac itself, why should 
it not fit the earth, also, regarded as a 
clock. For what else is it? This 
thought naturally struck us upon com- 
pleting the foregoing calculations and 
diagram, and we at once bethought 
ourselves of a little pocket device we 
carry for determining world time in 
general. We set it to the modern 
Greenwich noon mark with this resuit: 
It locates the approximate angle for 
both day and nlght (that is, upon the 
two XH-hour dials) at once: and the 
angles may be studied with intense in
terest around about the world.

But this at once suggested an even 
more important query, to wit.: Will the 
8.18 and 6-13 hour angles serve at ail to 
locate raradise itself? Will it fit the 
record that: It was “eastward, ln 
Eden?” and the tradition that “it was 
ln Persda.?” or will it, by precessiom, 
even, indlcate where Eden itself may 
hâve been? or the merldian, by means 
of which our flrst ancestors came, as 
through a gâte, out of it, and adawn 
“the roof of the earth?” For Paradise 
may hâve been, as President Warren 
ably argues, at the north pôle—that 
place so long sealed up against man’s 
useless fruitless and perhaps fatal in
vasion

We shall leave this discussion to oth- 
ers; but in the meantime hâve con- 
structed the modern terrestrial dial and 
find that it reverses to the “Garden of 
the Gods” in the Persian région, one of 
the most beautifully hedged-in places 
upon earth.

(See Supplementary Diagram herewith.)
Thus, if the twelve-hour mark was 

started from that merldian, which we 
will call “the Gâte,” and started at 
that time, the forward motion of the 
hands would corne to where they are 
at présent; that is, to the standard 

' Greenwich 12 o’clock. The matter Works 
both ways, for the angles are positive, 
whether you take them forward or 
backward. So our proposition ls estab- 
lished, to wit: that the 8:18 6-13. or the 
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3.41 7-13 angles, of the dummywatch, 
the sum of which Is 12, are full of mo- 
mentous significance to every man and 
woman, to ail men and women, and to 
ail belngs that dwell under the whole 
expanse of heaven.

Flnally, how about your own Personal 
life-dial? I hâve my private idea as to 
where we ail will find our 8.18 6-13 
o’clock; and as to how the dial of our 
days will fit the zodiac; what are 
yours? There are just a full "baker's 
dozen” of dates to every one’s life, be 
lt long or short, and the great question 
ls, how many of them hâve we passed; 
and where are we at? Twelve times 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, are, respect- 
ively 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 108 and 120 
(Gen. vi. 3) How old art thou? and, 
What is the unit of thine own dial? In 
other words, What time ls it by your 
own watch? and can you tell time by a 
dummy one? Not much! if you are a 
“higher critic,” and hâve lost faith ln 
the facts recorded as facts -in the 
Bible. C. A. L. TOTTEN.

March 21, 1901.
Vernal Equinox. *

♦ This article does not cover the discussion even 
by half ; It is loaded with illustrations géométrie, 
chronologie, aslronomical and astrologie, yea, “Ges
tation “ fitsthe angle perfectly, the human face agréés 
therewith, and the rude diagram of the Zodiacal Man 
—ïoimd upon almanacs. is based upon it, ana the 
most ancient Zodiacs of Egypt are regulated thereby. 
Thoth, Tôt, Taurus, Thor, Thora, etc., are ail traces 
from the past tbat this is so.—c. a, U T.
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Full of Private Information.
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CVI. July
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CVIII.-IX. Sept.-Oct.
ex. November.
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CXIII. January.
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The New Testament. Memoranda. 
Secret Satisfaction. Data.
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Tara’s Exploration,
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CXXI. August. A Controversy, as to Facts,................................... xo
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Documents as to Totten,................................ 30
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trated. Supplément,................................25

CXXXIII.-CXXXIV. April. The Dummy-Watch, Illustrated with
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